Abstract. Biologists use scientific names to label the organisms described in their data; however, these names are not unique identifiers for taxonomic entities. Alternative taxonomic classifications may apply the same name, associated with alternative definition or circumscription. Consequently, labelling data with scientific names alone does not unambiguously distinguish between taxon concepts. Accurate integration and comparison of biological data is required on taxon concepts, as defined in alternative taxonomic classifications. We have derived an abstract, inclusive model for the diverse representations of taxonomic concepts used by taxonomists and in taxonomic databases. This model has been implemented as a proposed standard XML schema for the exchange and comparison of taxonomic concepts between data providers and users. The representation and exchange of taxon definitions conformant with this schema will facilitate the development of taxonomic name/concept resolution services, allowing the meaningful integration and comparison of biological datasets, with greater accuracy than on the basis of name alone.
Introduction
Scientific names are inherently poor identifiers for organisms, because although names are formalized and validated according to strict codes of nomenclature, the same name can be applied by taxonomists to alternative taxonomic views of the extent or definition of a taxon (e.g. a species, genus etc.). Biologists (i.e. the 'users' of taxonomic classifications) identify and label their data with scientific names, by identifying their organisms according to a particular taxonomic classification, as found for example in field guides, but without recognizing and recording that taxonomic context. As a consequence datasets cannot be reliably integrated on the basis of the scientific names because the context or meaning of the name is not captured.
Taxonomic identification is emerging as a significant problem for the integration and comparison of diverse datasets across all fields of biology from genomics to ecology. For example, annotations of Genbank DNA sequences typically label the source species according to the NCBI Taxonomy (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Taxonomy). Whilst specifically disclaiming any 'taxonomic authority' NCBI attempts to provide a single consensus view on taxonomy and represent name alterations and 'corrections' by encoding synonym relationships for use by their search engines (for example the genus Fugu has recently been 'renamed' Takifugu). Such an approach cannot deal with complex, changing and unrecorded relationships between names as used according to alternative taxonomic views. For example, the alternate classification and reclassification of Orangutans into separate species or subspecies means that sequence data might be labelled according to a variety of alternative classifications. (Currently over 50,000 nucleotide sequences are ascribed to Pongo pygmaeus, with fewer than 100 for each 'subspecies' abelii and pygmaeus). It is not clear how the NCBI Taxonomy might handle the alternative reclassification of these sub-species as species or whether the 50, 000 P. pygmaeus sequences include data that some taxonomists would ascribe to abelii (species or subspecies). These problems impact on other areas of biology and beyond. For example, the increase between 1996 and 2000 in the number of officially endangered primate species is partly attributable to the decision in 2000 to accept the reclassification of some subspecies (including Orangutan) at the species level [1] . Clearly consideration of species names in isolation, without the appropriate classificatory context, makes it difficult to interpret biodiversity data such as the distribution of Orangutans, when collected at different times, and labelled according to different (unrecorded) classification contexts.
Taxonomy and Nomenclature
Taxonomists classify organisms into hierarchically ranked taxa according to their evolutionary relatedness, based on any of a variety of types of biological evidence (morphology, genetics, palaeontology etc.). Alternative classifications (taxonomic revisions) arise over time reflecting new or alternative taxonomic opinion following more detailed study, the discovery of new taxonomic information such as evidence about relationships between taxa, description of new species, and increasingly molecular phylogenies based on DNA sequence comparison. Therefore taxonomy is itself an investigative science, and taxonomic classifications represent partial and evolving hypotheses rather than static identifications of absolute taxa. Any recorded taxonomic classification represents an opinion, according to one authority, at a given time. Relationships may be expressed or inferred between successive or alternative taxonomies, relating the concepts (taxa) in one classification to concepts in another, but without knowing the total genetic history of all life on earth it is not possible to derive a final, 'true' classification of existing (and extinct) organisms.
Taxonomists use scientific names in order to label and communicate about the taxonomic concepts that they create. Names are applied to the taxa in a given classification according to the codified rules of nomenclature, based on 'typification' (i.e. by reference to archived 'type' specimens) and following the principle of 'priority' where names are dependent on the oldest type specimen included in the circumscription of a taxon. This system provides stability to scientific names over time, as they are preserved in relation to their original use and type specimen. However, as a direct consequence of the application of these rules the same valid scientific name will apply to different views of a taxon according to different postulated taxonomic classifications. Indeed it is also true that very similar taxonomic concepts may have different names according to different classifications.
